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Learn to improve business processes through Dynamic Work Design,
from industry leaders with decades of experience.
Certifcate Track: Technology, Operations,
and Value Chain Management

ABOUT
THIS COURSE
Based on the highly-rated on-campus course hosted over two days at the MIT Sloan School of Management,
this online program broadens access to the knowledge of industry thought leaders. You’ll have the opportunity
to learn from Nelson Repenning and Donald Kieffer, who integrated decades of industry practice and academic
investigation to create Dynamic Work Design. The online program offers those who would previously be limited
in accessing the on-campus course the opportunity to engage with a portion of the content in a fexible and
personalized way, through a highly collaborative and supportive online environment. You’ll learn to implement
improvement strategies naturally in your everyday work, not from a prescribed list, but from a deep personal
understanding of the principles.

WHAT THE PROGRAM
COVERS
This 6-week online short course from MIT Sloan
Executive Education will expose you to the principles
and development of Dynamic Work Design from the

in the identifcation of issues within your organization
and the development of a structured problem-solving
document based on the A3 approach to continuous
improvement which was frst employed at Toyota
and successfully adopted by many companies.

very creators of this sustainable operations improvement
methodology. This program aims to teach you how to

US $2,800

implement continuous improvement strategies into your
organization’s work design, as well as change the way

6 weeks,

you think about your own work and role as a leader
within a particular area of improvement.

excluding orientation

You’ll develop an understanding of how to go

5–7 hours/week of self-paced

about implementing improvement strategies; why

learning, entirely online*

improvement strategies usually fail; the psychological
reasons behind learning, change, and motivation;
principles of good work design; and how to go about
problem solving effectively. The program culminates

*The recommended weekly time commitment for core content is 4-5 hours,
taking into account the busy lifestyles of working professionals, with an
additional 1-2 hours recommended for non-compulsory weekly extension
activities, should you have the time.

A static approach to work design doesn’t account for what happens when things don’t go
as planned. Dynamic Work Design focuses on the importance of interactions between
people, work, and the organization as a whole.
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THIS PROGRAM
IS FOR YOU IF:
You want insights from

You want to become an

You’re driven to earn a

industry leaders you can use

enabler by leveraging the

certificate of completion

to discover opportunities for

relationship between smart

from a top-tier university as

improvement across all areas

work design and the employee

recognition of your skills and

of your organization

engagement that follows

knowledge in the field**

**Certifcates of completion are issued in your legal name upon successfully completing a program according to the program completion criteria
outlined during the course. No certifcate will be issued to you if you do not meet the stipulated requirements for the award of a certifcate.

WHO SHOULD TAKE THIS COURSE?
This course is designed to empower executives and managers with the skills they need to refine business
processes through an integrated improvement methodology.
Whether you’re in healthcare, logistics, urban planning, engineering, financial services, education, NGOs,
government — or any other industry that is people-focused — you’ll benefit from what this program has
to offer. Considering this course instills a mindset focused on “making things better”, it would be valuable
to anyone in a management position. If you’re looking to adopt and lead the principles of improvement
for the benefit of your organization, no matter what position you hold, this course is relevant to you.

At MIT Sloan Executive Education, we are focused on bridging the energy,
engagement and idea fow of physical in-person teaching and learning
into online experiences. We aim to positively modify individual and
collective behaviors that participants will take back to their teams and
propagate throughout their organizations.
– PAUL MCDONAGH-SMITH, DIGITAL CAPABILITY LEADER, MIT SLOAN EXECUTIVE EDUCATION
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WHAT YOU
WILL LEARN

This online program integrates rich, interactive media such as
videos, infographics, and e-learning activities as well as traditional

WHAT IS MIT SLOAN?
Learn more about

THE MIT SLOAN
SCHOOL OF
MANAGEMENT

didactic components such as written study guides (course notes).
There are also opportunities for collaborative learning through
discussion forums. The following modules contribute to the holistic
approach your learning path takes:

ORIENTATION

MODULE MODULE

WELCOME TO YOUR ONLINE CAMPUS

ONE WEEK
You’ll be welcomed with a personal call and get introduced to
your online teaching and technical support network. Begin connecting
with fellow students while exploring the navigation and tools
of your Online Campus. Be alerted to key milestones in the learning
path, and review how your results will be calculated and distributed.
You’ll be required to complete your student profle, confrm your
certifcate delivery address, and submit a digital copy of your
passport/identity document.

MODULE 1
AN INTRODUCTION TO DYNAMIC WORK DESIGN
Identify the need for a contemporary approach to the design
of work activities.

MODULE 2
THE FOUR PRINCIPLES OF DYNAMIC WORK DESIGN
Apply the four principles associated with Dynamic Work Design
to an organization of your choice.

This course content was
exactly what I was looking
for to help me with some
of my company’s current
process defciencies.
RIAZ SHAFEEQ MEER
BUSINESS ANALYSIS SUPERVISOR,
ALTECH NUPLAY, SOUTH AFRICA
PAST PARTICIPANT
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MODULE 3
THE PROBLEM STATEMENT
Apply the key principles of producing a problem statement.

WHY MIT SLOAN
EXECUTIVE EDUCATION?
Learn more about

THE MIT SLOAN
ADVANTAGE

MODULE 4
STRUCTURED PROBLEM SOLVING
Produce the frst half of a structured problem-solving document.

MODULE 5
DESIGNING WORK FOR PEOPLE
Propose how an organization of your choice could beneft from
the implementation of Dynamic Work Design principles.

MODULE 6
VISUAL MANAGEMENT
Design a visual management board and complete your structured
problem-solving document.

Prof Nelson Repenning delivers the theories
behind Dynamic Work Design while Don
Kieffer adds the fesh to the bone with
practical content. Kieffer’s practical approach
to improvement strategies are well worth
the course alone. Everybody is able to take
something back to apply on day one at work.
– CLAS W.
DIRECTOR, PWC
PAST PARTICIPANT OF IMPLEMENTING IMPROVEMENT
STRATEGIES: DYNAMIC WORK DESIGN
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WHO YOU’LL LEARN FROM
YOUR FACULTY DIRECTORS
These subject matter experts from MIT Sloan guide the course design and appear in a number of course videos,
along with a variety of industry professionals.
NELSON REPENNING

DONALD KIEFFER

Associate Dean of Leadership

Senior Lecturer in Operations Management

and Special Projects

Donald Kieffer works globally with a focus

Nelson P Repenning is the Associate Dean

on knowledge, creative, and executive

of Leadership and Special Projects, and the School of

work. He spent 15 years at Harley-Davidson where he led

Management Distinguished Professor of System Dynamics and

the Twin Cam 88 engine project and became Vice

Organization Studies at the MIT Sloan School of Management.

President of Manufacturing Excellence, responsible for

Nelson’s early work focused on understanding the inability of

both engine manufacturing and improvement across the

organizations to leverage well-established tools and practices.

company. He was also Senior Vice President of

His research has been recognized with several awards,

Operations for a multinational corporation, responsible

including best paper recognition from both the California

for 5,000 people globally in manufacturing, engineering,

Management Review and the Journal of Product Innovation

supply chain, quality, and logistics. Kieffer has been

Management. Today, Nelson focuses on developing the

Managing Partner at his consulting company, ShiftGear

theory and practice of Dynamic Work Design and Dynamic

Work Design, since 2007.

Management Systems, and is a partner at ShiftGear Work
Design where he serves as its Chief Social Scientist.

INDUSTRY EXPERTS

SHEILA DODGE

TIM DE SMET

DR TODD ASTOR

Senior Director of Operations and

Director of Operations and

Medical Director, Lung and

Development for the Genomics Platform at

Development at the Broad Institute

Heart-Lung Transplant Program

the Broad Institute in Boston, Massachusetts

in Boston, Massachusetts

YOUR
SUCCESS
TEAM

HEAD LEARNING FACILITATOR
A subject expert from GetSmarter and approved
by the University, who’ll guide you through
content-related challenges.

SUCCESS MANAGER
Your one-on-one support at GetSmarter, available
during University hours (9am - 5pm EST) to resolve
technical and administrative challenges.

Receive a personalized approach to online
education that ensures you’re supported

GLOBAL SUCCESS TEAM

by GetSmarter throughout your learning journey.

This team from GetSmarter is available 24/7
to solve your tech-related queries and concerns.
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A POWERFUL
COLLABORATION
MIT Sloan Executive Education is collaborating
with online education provider GetSmarter to create
a new class of learning experience — one that is
higher-touch, intimate, and personalized for the
working professional.

By collaborating with GetSmarter, a leader in online
education, MIT Sloan Executive Education is able
to broaden access to its on-campus offerings in a
collaborative and engaging format that stays true
to the quality of MIT Sloan and MIT as a whole.

WHAT IS GETSMARTER?
GetSmarter, a wholly-owned subsidiary of 2U, Inc.,

WHAT IS MIT SLOAN?

is a digital education company that collaborates

The MIT Sloan School of Management is one of

with the world’s leading universities to select, design

the world’s leading business schools, emphasizing

and deliver premium online short courses with a

innovation in practice and research, with a mission to

data-driven focus on learning gain.

develop principled, innovative leaders who improve
the world, and to generate ideas that advance

Technology meets academic rigor in our people-

management practice. The School’s focus on action

mediated model which enables lifelong learners

learning means that students are able to apply concepts

across the globe to obtain industry-relevant skills

learned in the classroom to real-world business settings

that are recognized by the world’s most reputable

and, through its collaborative spirit, MIT Sloan welcomes

academic institutions.

and celebrates diverse viewpoints, creating an
environment where new ideas grow and thrive.

WHAT IS MIT SLOAN
EXECUTIVE EDUCATION?

MIT SLOAN CERTIFICATE
OF COMPLETION
This program offers you the opportunity to earn
a certifcate of completion from one of the world’s

MIT Sloan Executive Education offers non-degree

leading business schools - the MIT Sloan School of

executive programs led by MIT Sloan faculty

Management. Your certifcate will be issued in your

to provide business professionals from around

legal name and couriered to you, at no additional

the world with a targeted and flexible means

cost, upon successful completion of the program, as

to advance their career development goals and

per the stipulated requirements. This program also

position their organizations for future growth.

counts towards an MIT Sloan Executive Certifcate.
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HOW
YOU’LL
LEARN
Every course is broken down into manageable,
weekly modules, designed to accelerate your
learning process through diverse learning activities:
• Work through your downloadable and online
instructional material
• Interact with your peers and learning facilitators
through weekly class-wide forums and reviewed
small group discussions
• Enjoy a wide range of interactive content, including
video lectures, infographics, live polls, and more
• Investigate rich, real-world case studies
• Apply what you learn each week to quizzes and
ongoing project submissions, culminating in the
development of your own strategic document.
Each module is released weekly, allowing a fexible
but structured approach to learning. You’ll be
supported as you engage in individual activities and
group discussions, ensuring you feel confdent to
submit your best work at each weekly deadline.

documents in Adobe PDF Reader, view Microsoft
PowerPoint presentations, and read and create
documents in Microsoft Word. Installing Adobe Flash
Player will give you full access to certain course content,
such as interactive infographics. However, you’ll
still have access to this content in the form of a
downloadable PDF transcript if you’d prefer not to
use Flash.
BROWSER REQUIREMENTS
We recommend that you use Google Chrome as
your internet browser when accessing the Online
Campus. Although this is not a requirement, we
have found that this browser performs best for ease
of access to course material. This browser can be
downloaded here.
ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Certain courses may require additional software and
resources. These additional software and resource
requirements will be communicated to you upon
registration and/or at the beginning of the course.
Please note that Google, Vimeo, and YouTube may
be used in our course delivery, and if these services
are blocked in your jurisdiction, you may have
diffculty in accessing course content. Please check
with a Course Consultant before registering for this
course if you have any concerns about this affecting
your experience with the Online Campus.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
BASIC REQUIREMENTS
In order to complete a course, you’ll need a current
email account and access to a computer and the internet.
You should be familiar with using a computer
and accessing the internet, as you may need to read
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Ready to discover the benefts of Dynamic Work Design?

REGISTER NOW

CONTACT US

US: +1 224 249 3522 | UK: +44 20 3457 5774 | GLOBAL: +27 21 447 7565
EMAIL: mitsloan@getsmarter.com

